Brain Stem, Cerebellum, Spinal Cords & Tracts
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Trigeminal Pathways in Clinical Orientation: Representative Lesions and Deficits
Corticonuclear (Corticobulbar) Fibers in Anatomical Orientation

8-15 Corticonuclear (Corticobulbar) Fibers in Anatomical Orientation
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Lesion in genu of internal capsule on right: deficits predominantly on left, see below
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- No effect on masticatory muscles: corticonuclear input to motor Y is bilateral

- Paralysis of lower facial muscles on left: predominant input from right motor cortex

- Upper facial muscles normal: bilateral input from motor cortex

- Dysphagia, dysarthria, deviation of uvula to the right on phonation, hoarseness

- Deviation of tongue to left on protrusion: predominant input from right motor cortex

- Dysphagia, dysarthria, deviation of uvula to the right on phonation, hoarseness

- Deviation of tongue to left on protrusion: predominant input from right motor cortex

- Unable to rotate head to left against resistance

- Unable to elevate right shoulder against resistance

Accessory nucleus (C1-C5 cord levels)
8-25 Spinocerebellar Tracts in Anatomical Orientation

8-26 Pontocerebellar, Reticulocerebellar, Olivocerebellar, Ceruleocerebellar, Hypothalamocerebellar, and Rapheocerebellar Fibers in Anatomical Orientation